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STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS 

There have been demands for inclusion of certain languages in the 

Eighth Schedule to the Constitution.  

 

It is proposed to include 

Konkani, Manipuri and Nepali languages in the Eighth Schedule to 

the Constitution. The Bill seeks to give effect to this decision. 

 



STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS 

The Napali language is also known in some areas as `Gorkha 

Bhasa‘. In the Census operations, other nomenclatures such as 

`Gorkhali‘, `Gorkdhi', `Gurkhiya', `Khaskura' or `Naipali' have also 

been used. 
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Official Languages 

• 22 languages: 

• Assamese, Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Kannada, Kashmiri, 
Konkani, Malayalam, Manipuri, Marathi, Nepali, Oriya, 
Punjabi,Sanskrit, Sindhi, Tamil, Telugu, Urdu, Bodo, Santhali, 
Maithili and Dogri. 

 

• Of these languages, 14 were initially included in the 
Constitution. 

• Sindhi language. 

• Konkani, Manipuri, and Nepali 

• Bodo, Dogri, Maithili, and Santhali 



Article 343 of the Constitution, which came into effect in 
January 1950, stated that “the official language of the Union 

shall be Hindi in Devanagari script”.  
 

The Constitution also allowed for the continued usage of 
English for official purposes for 15 years, before phasing out 

the language entirely. 

 

 



 

But, right from the outset, nobody was satisfied with this 
strategy. The pro-Hindi politicians complained about 
English imperialism and wanted Hindi to be the sole 

national language.  

 

On the other hand, there was an equally strong lobby that 
vociferously opposed any such imposition of Hindi on 

non-native speakers.  



But as the freedom struggle picked up pace, the concept 
of a national language to bind together a diverse nation 

took root. 

 

“Rashtrabhasha ke bina rashtra goonga hai (A nation is 
dumb without a national language),” Mahatma Gandhi 

had famously said.  

He was one of the many leaders promoting Hindi or 
Hindustani for this role. The idea was to give a distinct 

identity to the nation, so they felt the most popular 
language in the country would be the best fit. 

 



 

But those from the southern states were staunchly 
against this — Chennai, in particular, has borne the brunt 
of several violent anti-Hindi agitations over the years — 

 

while other leaders pushed for other languages like 
Sanskrit and Bengali. 



Assembly Compromise Formula 

the famous ‘Munshi-Ayyangar formula’ came to be worked out as 
a compromise.  

 

The solution, co-authored by parliamentarians N Gopalaswami 
Ayyangar and KM Munshi called for letting Englis continue as the 

official language 

 

along with Hindi for a period of 15 years, with an option of an 
extension granted to Parliament. 



It was hoped that by January 1965, Hindi would emerge as 
the sole official language of the country. But in 1963, the 
government enacted the Official Languages Act, which 

provided an extension to the continued use of English as an 
additional official language. 

 

In an attempt to quell violent anti-Hindi agitations in South 
India then Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru further gave an 
assurance that English would not be substituted by Hindi 

until the non-Hindi speaking people desired a change.  

 

This assurance was honoured by an amendment to the 
above Act after his death in 1964. 



While Tamil Nadu is at the forefront of anti-Hindi agitations, 
Karnataka, West Bengal and Maharashtra have also seen 
protests “The Official Languages (Amendment) Act of 1967 
came into effect to guarantee the indefinite use of Hindi and 

English as official languages.  

 

This ensured the current virtual indefinite policy of 
bilingualism of the Indian Republic,” says Lakhan Gusain in 

his paper “The Effectiveness of Establishing Hindi as a 
National Language”. 

 



 

The Indira Gandhi government also introduced the National 
Policy on Education in 1968, which first formulated the three-

language formula.  

 

The policy provided for the study of Hindi, English and 
“modern-Indian language” in the Hindi-speaking states and 

Hindi, English and a regional language in the non-Hindi 
speaking states. 
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 Nothing has changed in the ensuing seven decades. 

 

In 2010, a Gujarat court noted the false belief around India’s national 

language: “Normally, in India, majority of the people have accepted Hindi 

as a national language and many people speak Hindi and write in 

Devanagari script but there is nothing on record to suggest that any 

provision has been made or order issued declaring Hindi as a national 

language of the country.” 

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/Hindi-not-a-national-language-Court/article16839525.ece
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Adding to this misinformation and confusion, Article 351, a 

directive order, states that it is the government’s duty to promote 

the spread of Hindi, so that it serves as a way to express India’s 

composite culture. 

https://www.google.com/search?q=+Article+351&sxsrf=ALeKk01iBiw6zamgQxziD8aRP4q2VbxSTw:1623135436327&source=hp&ei=zBS_YNalEcOK4-EPnqmg2A8&iflsig=AINFCbYAAAAAYL8i3DOMcBfcraqq0_9YEKoSBsHEnk5D&oq=+Article+351&gs_lcp=Cgdnd3Mtd2l6EANQxwFYxwFg1QJoAHAAeACAAQCIAQCSAQCYAQCgAQKgAQGqAQdnd3Mtd2l6&sclient=gws-wiz&ved=0ahUKEwjWu-jYuofxAhVDxTgGHZ4UCPsQ4dUDCAc&uact=5
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Another legal bias is reflected in Article 348(2) of the Constitution 

and Section 7 of the Official Languages Act, 1963, which allow 

Hindi-speaking states, such as Bihar and Rajasthan, to use Hindi 

in their respective high courts.  
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Although the Tamil Nadu government urged the Centre to make 

similar provisions for Tamil, the court rejected the petition, arguing 

that such a change would impact the transfer and posting of high-

court judges across India. 

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/tamil-nadu/government-taking-efforts-to-make-tamil-official-language-in-hc/article31122539.ece
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Elevation of Hindi in official 

More recently, Hindi’s use as an official language, in government addresses 

by the Prime Minister, Health Minister, or the Finance Minister — excluding 

people who speak other regional languages — has given it a further stamp 

of prominence.  

Railway tickets are only printed in Hindi and English and government 

websites rarely go beyond these two languages.  

In Delhi, examinations and courses are mostly offered in English and Hindi, 

although Urdu is an official language, too. 
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Hindi holds a special place in national consciousness because of the belief 

that it is spoken by “most” people in India, with the 2011 census pegging the 

number of Hindi speakers at almost 44%.  

 

However, G.N. Devy, who headed the People’s Linguistic Survey of 

India, notes that this apparent majority of Hindi speakers doesn’t necessarily 

paint an accurate and representative picture. 

https://scroll.in/article/884754/surging-hindi-shrinking-south-indian-languages-nine-charts-that-explain-the-2011-language-census
https://www.thehindu.com/thread/arts-culture-society/india-a-land-of-many-tongues/article19445187.ece
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• Arguably, only five states in India have Hindi as their “native” 

language.  

• But even in these regions, research shows locals either speak in dialects 

associated with their communities or converse in a form of Hindi that is 

drastically different from the mainstream version. 

• For instance, in Bihar, the Bhojpuri dialect or the mother tongue Maithili 

are more common; in Chattisgarh, people use a dialect known 

as Chattisgarhi. 



Court’s Stand on Issue 

• While passing the judgment on a public interest litigation (PIL), 
the Gujarat high court observed that in India, although a 
majority of people have accepted Hindi as a national language, 
it's not officially the national language.  

 

• With this observation, the court refused to issue directions that 
packaged commodities must contain details about goods in 
Hindi. 

 



Court’s Stand on Issue 

 

• Subsequently, several other high court judgments have 
delivered judgments in favour of mother tongues.  

 

• For instance, in 2002, the Patna high court ruled in favour of a 
petitioner fighting against the Bihar government to ensure 
primary school children in Maithili-speaking regions of the state 
were taught in the same regional language. 



• In June 2020, the Supreme Court refused to interfere with the 
decision of Haryana government to enforce Hindi as official language 
in all subordinate courts and tribunals across the state. A bench of 
Chief Justice SA Bobde and Justices AS Bopanna and Hrishikesh 
Roy asked the petitioners what was wrong with the law given that 
around 80% of the litigants do not understand English. 

 

• Last August, the apex court suggested that the Centre should amend 
the Official Languages Act, 1963, to allow publication of official 
notifications in all the 22 scheduled languages, not just Hindi and 
English. 

 

• Most recently, in September, the Madras high court made it clear that 
the Central government is duty-bound to communicate in English 
with those states that have not adopted Hindi as their official 
language. 

 



 

• The two-member bench pointed out “linguistic fanaticism is 
more dangerous as it would give an impression that one 
language alone is superior and being imposed upon the people 
speaking different languages”, adding that different ethnic, 
linguistic and cultural identities have to be protected. 

 

• Clearly the trend is slowly but surely moving towards linguistic 
equality. 
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